Reflex t 11.3 TREADMILL
DOMESTIC› FMTL39813
INTERNATIONAL› FMTL39813-INT

FEATURES & BENEFITS
POWERFUL 5.0 CHP ENDURADRIVE™ SYSTEM ›
Our lower pulley ratio creates more torque for faster
acceleration—helping you maintain speed for the full
marathon. Plus for optimal user balance, our 10-rib
stretch belt has less potential for slip. Delivering high-end
commercial bearings and brushes, high-grade wiring and
insulation ratings, a thermal cut-off switch, and a stringent
UL certification process, this motor is dynamically spinbalanced and extensively tested for superior performance
in vibration and noise—making the EnduraDrive™ System
the performance motor of choice.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Drive System

5.0 CHP EnduraDrive™ System

Display

Large Multi-Window LED Display

Dimensions (LW)

86” x 34” (218 cm x 99 cm)

Weight Capacity

400 lbs. (181 kgs)

Warranty

7-Year Frame & Motor
2-Year Parts
1-Year Labor

REFLEX™ CUSHIONING › Experience extreme joint
protection with Reflex™ Cushioning. It’s the perfect
combination of comfort and performance. Featuring
composite construction, this cushioning absorbs impact
without sacrificing strength.
0–12 MPH 1-STEP™ SPEED CONTROL › Customize your
training for better results. Quickly change your speed from
0–12 MPH for a better workout, warm up and cool down.
-3–0% 1-STEP™ DECLINE CONTROLS › It’s the newest
revolution to the treadmill workout—walking at a decline!
With 1-Step™ Decline Controls you can instantly adjust
your decline to stimulate different muscles and add balance
to your workout.
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0–15% 1-STEP™ INCLINE CONTROL › Boost your weight loss
with 1-Step™ Incline Controls. These controls make it simple to
change the incline so you can reduce impact on your joints, burn
fat calories and add variety to your workout.
LARGE, BRIGHT LED WINDOWS › These bright LED windows
display your speed, time, distance, level, pulse and calories
burned, so you can monitor your progress throughout your entire
workout.
CROSSFLOW™ WORKOUT FAN › Stay cool and fresh during your
workout with the innovative CrossFlow™ Workout Fan. It’s built
right into the console, just like the AC in your car, allowing you to
quickly adjust the settings.
DUAL-GRIP HEART RATE MONITOR COMPATIBLE WITH POLAR®
WIRELESS CHEST STRAP › Forever change the way you work
out with heart rate training! Two hand-grip heart rate sensors are
conveniently built-in to the treadmill’s handlebars so you stay in
the right training zone for maximum results.
22” X 60” QUIET TREADBELT › A vital component of the drive
system, this roomy treadmill belt is designed to operate both
smoother and quieter than the average treadmill belt.

OVERVIEW
› 0–12 MPH 1-Step™ Speed Control

3.5” CROWNED & SPIN-BALANCED ROLLERS › Better than the
standard roller, these large, precision-machined rollers reduce
noise and help the treadmill operate smoothly and quietly.

› 0 – 15% 1-Step™ Incline Control

400 LB. WEIGHT CAPACITY › Accommodating up to 400 lbs., this
commercial-grade treadmill is built for strength and durability.

› 22” x 60” 2-Ply, Maintenance-Free Treadbelt

WARRANTY › The Reflex t 11.3 Treadmill is backed by a 7-Year
Frame & Motor, 2-Year Parts & 1-Year Labor.

› Dual-Grip Heart Rate Monitor

› -3 – 0% 1-Step™ Decline Control
› CrossFlow™ Workout Fan
› 3.5” Crowned, Spin-Balanced Rollers
› Compatible with Polar® Wireless Chest Strap*

*Wireless chest pulse strap not included.
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